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Figure 1: Room-sized Dynamic Scene Reconstruction. (A) Originally captured point cloud from 10 Kinects; (B) Enhanced result of our system;
(C) Enhanced and textured result of our system.

A BSTRACT
In this paper, we introduce a system to capture the enhanced 3D
structure of a room-sized dynamic scene with commodity depth
cameras such as Microsoft Kinects. It is challenging to capture the
entire dynamic room. First, the raw data from depth cameras are
noisy due to the conflicts of the room’s large volume and cameras’
limited optimal working distance. Second, the severe occlusions
between objects lead to dramatic missing data in the captured 3D.
Our system incorporates temporal information to achieve a noisefree and complete 3D capture of the entire room. More specifically, we pre-scan the static parts of the room offline, and track their
movements online. For the dynamic objects, we perform non-rigid
alignment between frames and accumulate data over time. Our system also supports the topology changes of the objects and their interactions. We demonstrate the success of our system with various
situations.
1

I NTRODUCTION

3D acquisition of a room-sized environment is critical for many
applications, such as 3D telepresence [1] [9], augmented reality,
and 3D animations. Unfortunately, it’s nontrivial to capture the 3D
structure of an entire room, including furniture and its inhabits (human beings), due to its size and being dynamic. The emerging of
consumer level depth cameras, such as Microsoft Kinects, opens
new opportunities because of their low cost and decent precision.
By mounting dozens of depth cameras along the walls, the roomsized 3D capture is achieved. However, the captured data suffers
from severe noise due to the conflicts of the room’s large volume
and the cameras’ limited optimal working distance. In addition,
there are dramatic missing data (e.g., holes) caused by severe occlusions between objects.
In this paper, we demonstrate a system that is capable of capturing noise-free and complete 3D structures of a room-sized dynamic
scene, using 10 Kinects mounted on the walls. We achieve this by
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incorporating temporal information to different degrees for different parts of the scene. A typical indoor environment can be divided
into following three categories:
1. Static Background: objects that do not move or deform, such
as the room frame (i.e. walls, floor, and ceiling) and sturdy
furniture (e.g. a large sofa).
2. Semi-Static Objects: objects that do not deform and move infrequently, such as small furniture (e.g. chairs and tables) and
decorating objects or appliances (e.g. teapots or cups).
3. Dynamic Objects: objects that continuously move and deform, such as human beings.
For the dynamic objects, a fixed depth camera mounted on the wall
can observe different perspective of the objects at different times
since they move. As these perspectives complement each other, accumulating the 3D data over time can fill up holes and filter out
noise. For static and semi-static objects, a fixed camera almost always views the same perspectives; thus the 3D data quality does not
improve while accumulating data. Instead, we first scan them offline by moving one depth camera over the room and then segment
the semi-static models (e.g., furnitures) from the static background.
During the on-line operation, we replace the observed live static
background with the pre-scanned static background. Similarly, the
pose of a semi-static object is first estimated and its pre-scanned
model is transformed accordingly to replace the live data.
The core of the system is a unified surface tracking algorithm
that aligns previous accumulated dynamic models and pre-scanned
semi-static models with the live observations at one frame. The
algorithm allows for close interactions between objects, such as a
person sitting on a chair, and topology changes of dynamic objects.
We will discuss our system implementation in Section 2.
We placed 10 Kinects on the walls in a room and captured various sequence to test our system. Section 3 gives implementation
details and experimental results. The tracking algorithm in the system is computationally expensive due to the high dimensionality of
the parameter space, so our current CPU implementation does not
run in real-time yet, while we expect parallelized computation with
GPU would dramatically boost the performance.
1.1 Related work
Maimone and Fuchs [9][10] have designed various 3D capture systems using multiple Kinects. Especially their vibration system re-

Figure 2: Scanned Room Model and Scene Segmentation. The left shows the original scanned model; the right shows various segmented parts.
The tea pot and the tissue box on the table is also manually segmented out.

duced the interference problem between Kinects; but the Kinects’
limited accuracy on far objects and occlusions between objects limited the performance. Beck et.al. [1] demonstrates their 3D immersive telepresence system with a room-sized scene capture, but they
did not improve the quality of the 3D capture using temporal information either.
Use temporal information for improved 3D structure is not a new
idea; KinectFusion [11] shows its success of fusing depth maps to
a complete model for static scene with one moving Kinect. Our
system instead uses multiple fixed Kinects to capture a dynamic
scene. Our earlier system [4] is able to scan and track a single dynamic object with a nonrigid matching algorithm. In contrast, this
work aims at a room-sized capture system that deals with multiple
dynamic objects and static objects. In addition, our system allows
topology changes during data accumulation for dynamic objects.
Our work also relates to Li’s work on shape completion [7] and
surface tracking [2]. In the former work, holes on a single person in
a frame is filled with the information from adjacent frames via nonrigid matching, and the latter work tracks surfaces with topology
changes. Our system only uses the information available before the
current frame; thus it is suitable for on-line operation (neither Li’s
system and our system runs in real time). In addition, we deal with
topology variation with a simpler two-staged matching algorithm.
We refer the reader to [6] for recent work on nonrigid matching.
2 O UR S YSTEM
As mentioned in Section 1, we partition an indoor scene into three
categories (static, semi-static, and dynamic) and treat each category
differently when incorporating temporal information. Our system
has two stages: off-line scanning and on-line running. We scan
the static parts (static background and semi-static objects) of the
room off-line and segment the scanned model into isolated triangles
meshes, such as room frames and furnitures. Each triangle mesh is
labeled manually as either static or semi-static. The room scanning
and segmentation is briefly introduced in Section 2.1.
The prescan of the room is aligned with the live data (depth
maps and color images) from 10 Kinects beforehand as explained
in Section 3.1. During the on-line operation, the scanned model of
static background directly replaces its counterpart in the live data.
We track the rigid movements of the semi-static objects and transform the scanned models accordingly. We also track the nonrigid
movements of dynamic objects and accumulate their depth data for
complete and noise-free models. To deal with the interaction between objects, we use a unified framework to track both semi-static
objects and dynamic objects simultaneously, as introduced in Section 2.2. The on-line system pipeline is detailed in Section 2.3.
2.1 Room Scanning and Segmentation
We scan the static background and semi-static objects together by
capturing a sequence of RGB-D frames with one moving Kinect.

The plane and visual feature based bundle adjustment system [5]
is used to align all frames together. A combination of a volumetric depth map fusion algorithm [3] and the Marching Cubes algorithm [8] generates a triangle mesh of the room. The by-products of
the system in [5] are the dominant planes in the room, which we use
to extract the room frames. We detect six planes (correspond to the
floor, walls and ceiling) composing of a box that contains most data
points; the surface points within certain distance from one of these
planes are denoted as room frame points. The remaining surface
mesh after eliminating room frame represents everything inside the
room. We run connected component labeling on this surface mesh
to segment it into isolated triangle meshes. Each isolated triangle
mesh is then manually identified as a semi-static or static object.
With minor manual efforts, all the static and semi-static objects are
segmented. Figure 2 shows the scanned model of a room and its
segmented pieces: room frame, sofa, table, etc.
2.2 Unified Tracking Algorithm
The tracking algorithm introduced in this section transforms or deforms pre-scanned semi-static models and previously accumulated
dynamic models to fit the observations at current frame under one
unified framework. The accumulation of dynamic models will be
explained later in Section 2.3, and let’s assume they are ready for
use at this point. From now on, we use {Si }m
i=1 to denote prescanned semi-static models and {T j }nj=1 for accumulated dynamic
n
models; and we use {S̃i }m
i=1 and {T̃ j } j=1 for the transformed models to be aligned with the current observation. Surfaces S and T are
represented by triangulated meshes. The observations at a frame
include depth maps and color images.
Compared with tracking the movement of each object individually, the unified algorithm is able to deal with the close contact
between objects. Like others [6] [7] [4], we formulate the tracking
problem as a non-linear least squares problem, which is minimized
with a gradient descent algorithm.
2.2.1 Parameterize the Movements
We assume the semi-static objects moves rigidly, thus their movements are represented by rotation matrices and translation vectors,
denoted as {hRi , Ti i}m
i=1 . A vertex v on the semi-static model Si is
transformed as,
ṽ = Ri v + Ti

(1)

The nonrigid movement on the dynamic surface T j is modeled
as a Deformation Graph G j = {hAk ,tk , gk i}K
k=1 [12]—a collection
of affine transformations. The graph nodes nk (typically a few hundred) are uniformly sampled from surface T j , and gk is the node
location. Each node also has a 3 × 3 matrix Ak and a 3-d translation vector tk , representing the local affine transformation around
the graph node. Neighboring nodes are connected to each other. To

deform a vertex v on the dynamic model T j , its k-nearest nodes on
G j is found, and a linearly blended affine transformation is applied,
ṽ =

∑

wk [Ak (v − gk ) + gk + tk ] ,

(2)

nk ∈N(v)

where N(v) is v’s neighboring nodes on G j , and wk is the blending
weight depending on v’s geodesic distance to the graph node nk .
Thus, the tracking problem is to estimate the rigid parameters
n
{hRi , Ti i}m
i=1 and nonrigid parameters of {G j } j=1 (only Ak and tk
need to be estimated). The parameters are estimated by solving the
following non-linear least squares problem that has multiple energy
terms,
min

{hRi ,Ti i},{G j }

wrot Erot + wreg Ereg + wdns

pts Edns pts

(3)
+ wclr Eclr + winsct Einsct

where Erot and Ereg are the constraints on the Deformation Graphs
{G j } to enforce rigidness and smoothness. Specifically, Erot =
∑{G j } ∑nk ∈G j kATk Ak − IkF + c(det(Ak ) − 1)2 , where Ak at graph
node nk is enforced to being close to a unitary matrix so that its local
affine transformation is close to rigid transformation. Ereg in Eq. 3
constrains that deforming nk with its neighbor ni ’s affine transformation has the similar outcome as deforming nk with its own affine
transformation, i.e., Ereg = ∑{G j } ∑ni ∈N(nk ) kAi (gk − gi ) + gi + ti −
(gk + tk )k22 .
Edns pts and Eclr in Eq. 3 are terms that measure the geometry
and color similarity of {Si } and {T j } with observations at current
frame after deformation or transformation. Einsct is the energy term
that prevents the self-interaction of the deformed dynamic models
or its intersection with other objects. These three terms are introduced in the following two sections.
2.2.2 Geometry and Color Constraints
Obviously, surfaces {S̃i } and {T̃ j } should align tightly with the
point cloud observed by depth cameras at current frame under an
optimal transformation. In addition, their colors should match with
the observation as well. The dense point cloud alignment is measured by term Edns pts , and the color similarity is measure by Eclr .
As in [4], we fuse all depth maps from Kinects at current frame
into a volumetric representation, where each voxel records its distance D(·) to the implicit surface. Thus, for a vertex ṽ on the transformed models {S̃i } or {T̃ j }, D(ṽ) measures its distance to the
observed surface. Therefore, the overall alignment measurement is,
Edns

pts

=

∑

(D(ṽ))2

(4)

v∈{Si ,T j }

where ṽ has the form of either Eq. 1 or Eq. 2 depending on whether
it is from a rigid surface {Si } or a dynamic surface {T j }.
Let {Ik (·)} be the color images at each frame and {Pk (·)} be the
perspective projection matrices that project 3D points to 2D image
coordinates. For a vertex v on models {Si } or {T j }, let c be its 3D
color vector. The color similarity term in Eq. 3 is
Eclr =

∑ ∑ kδk (ṽ) · [Ik (Pk (ṽ)) − c] k22 ,

(5)

v∈{Si ,T j } k

where δk (ṽ) is the visibility term; δk (ṽ) = 1 when ṽ is visible to
the k-th color camera, and 0 when invisible. Visibility checking is
performed with a z-buffer algorithm—project the surfaces {Si } and
{T j } together to the image space and the vertices with smallest z
values are visible. This visibility checking requires all the surfaces
as inputs, which is another reason to employ the unified tracking
framework.

Figure 3: Various Intersection Situations. (a) positive intersection
(intersection condition is satisfied); (b) non-intersection (intersection
condition is not met); (c) deep intersection (intersection checking
fails); (d) non-intersection (pass the intersection checking falsely).

2.2.3

Intersection-Proof Constraint

Without further constraints, the surfaces being tracked tend to penetrate into each other during close interaction such as one sitting on
a chair, as illustrated in Figure. 6. This is caused by severe occlusions during interaction and the high degree of freedom on the nonrigid movement of the dynamic objects. Self-intersection happens
as well when different parts of the same dynamic object are close,
e.g. when one folding one’s arms. We placed an intersection-proof
constraint Einsct on dynamic objects in Eq. 3 to force intersecting
surfaces to move apart, i.e.,
Einsct =

∑δ



2
ñT (ṽ − ṽnr ) > 0 & ñTnr (ṽ − ṽnr ) < 0 ñTnr (ṽ − ṽnr ) .

v∈{T j }

(6)
δ (·) is the intersection checking term. δ (·) = 1 if the condition inside parenthesis is satisfied; δ (·) = 0 otherwise. To detect whether
a vertex ṽ intersects others, we find its nearest point ṽnr on other
surfaces or parts. As shown in Fig. 3(a), vertice ṽ, ṽnr and their
outward normals ñ, ñnr satisfy ñT (ṽ − ṽnr ) > 0 and ñTnr (ṽ − ṽnr ) < 0
when intersection happens. Note that ṽ and ṽnr are from the deformed surfaces {S̃i } or {T̃ j } and deformed via Eq. 1 or Eq. 2.
During optimization, Einsct pushes ṽ moving toward the position
where ṽ − ṽnr is perpendicular to ñnr (ṽ is on the tangent plane at
ṽnr ), which is the direction departing the other surface.
In practice, we only search for the nearest point ṽnr within some
distance of ṽ (15 cm in our experiment). For self-intersection prevention, we limit that ṽnr must have a geodesic distance bigger than
10 cm and kṽ − ṽnr k << kv − vnr k in order to prevent the situation
shown in Fig. 3(d), where two vertices from the same surface part
falsely pass the intersection detection.
There do exist positive intersection cases where the intersection
checking conditions in Eq. 6 are not met, such as the deep intersection shown in Fig. 3(c). However, Eq. 6 is capable to detect and
prevent intersections in most cases and easy to implement. Especially when enforcing Eq. 6 from the start, the deep intersections in
Fig. 3(c) has little chance to happen.
We use the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to optimize Eq. 3.
The Jacobians of the all the energy terms can be found analytically [4], and the solution of the last frame is used for initialization.
2.3

System Pipeline

Since the static and semi-static objects are pre-scanned and their
geometries are well constructed, we directly replace the live data by
the prescan (for static background) or by the transformed prescan
(for semi-static objects) based on the tracking result of Eq. 3. When
a dynamic object enters the scene, the system segments it out and

Figure 4: Backward Deformation Graph Generation. (A) previously accumulated surface at reference Tre f ; (B) currently observed surface Tobv ;
(C) Deformation Graph on Tobv generated with random sampling; (D) deformed surface of Tobv (to be aligned with reference surface (A)) via the
graph (C); (E) the deformed graph generated with our method; (F) deformed surface of Tobv via the graph (E).

choose the frame with an open gesture (an example is shown in
Fig. 4(A)) as its reference. This reference surface of the dynamic
object along with other static and dynamic objects are aligned with
following observations via the unified tracking framework. Next,
the observations of the dynamic object are deformed back to the
reference and accumulated at the reference. More specifically, the
system performs the following steps at each new frame:

choose to segment the surface Sobv because its by-product—vertex
correspondence—can be used for backward deformation estimation
of dynamic objects. For each vertex vobv in Sobv , we search for its
corresponding vertex on the static background surface B, or transformed semti-static or dynamic surfaces {S̃i }, {T̃ j } by considering
distance, color similarity, and angle between normals . More specifically,

1. Fuse depth maps from 10 Kinects to one volume representation D obv ; the surface representation Sobv is generated as well
from D obv via Marching Cubes algorithm.

1. All the vertices on B, {S̃i }, and {T̃ j } within distance δ (δ =
5 cm in our experiment) from vobv are listed as candidates
of vobv ’s correspondence. If the candidate list is empty, no
correspondence is assigned for vobv initially.

re f

2. If reference surfaces {T j } for dynamic objects exist, sample
a Deformation Graph Model for each of them. Run the unified tracking framework to align dynamic reference models
(if any) and pre-scanned semi-static models with the observations (D obv and {Ik (·)}) at current frame via solving Eq. 3.
3. Perform scene segmentation on surface Sobv . Each vertex on
Sobv is assigned to one of a static model, a semi-static model,
a dynamic model, or nothing. Replace the vertices with assignments with static models, transformed semi-static models, and the deformed dynamic reference models. The vertex
without an assignment is either noise or belongs to the new
dynamic object. If a big connected component exists on the
unlabeled surface, we treat this surface component as a new
dynamic object and set the current shape as its reference.
4. For segmented dynamic surfaces {Tobv
j }, compute the backre f

ward deformation (Tobv
j → T j ), and fuse the new observation to the references.
Note that we use a two-staged processing for dynamic surface accumulation: first a forward deformation from the reference surface
Tre f to the current observation Tobv is estimated; then the backward
deformation is calculated to deform the observation back to reference for data accumulation. The two-stated algorithm is the key to
deal with topology variation by dynamic objects. The deformation
graph sampled on surface Tobv under certain topologies might have
an incorrect connectivity (e.g., nodes on arms connect to nodes on
the body trunk as shown in Fig. 4(C)), leading to torn surface during deformation. Since we assume the reference frame has an open
gesture, the sampled Deformation Graph at reference always has
the correct connectivity.
Steps 1 and 2 in the above pipeline are straightforward; the other
two steps are described below.
2.3.1 Scene Segmentation
Although the scene segmentation can be performed on the image
(depth maps and color images) or even on the volume Dobv , we

2. For each correspondence candidate of vobv , we compute the
two’s distance d, color similarity pclr , and angle between normals α. Among all candidates, we choose the one with largest
sum of dmin
d + pclr + cos(α).
If a vertex on Sobv does not have a correspondence, but its neighbor
does, we copy the neighbor’s correspondence to that vertex.
2.3.2 Backward Deformation and Data Accumulation
The backward deformation is represented by a deformation graph
Gbwd on the observed dynamic surface Tobv . As explained above,
directly sampling a Gbwd from Tobv leads to problematic graph connectivities when the topology varies as shown in Fig. 4(C). Instead,
we build a Gbwd with the same connectivity with the forward deformation graph G f wd = {< gi , Ai ,ti >}. First, we transform G f wd ’s
nodes position from {gi } to {gi + ti }. Note that {ti } is estimated
during the tracking stage, and thus the new graph nodes are aligned
with Tobv . We then project {gi + ti } to surface Tobv by finding
bwd = {..., vobv } and has
their nearest surface points vobv
i , i.e., G
i
f
wd
same nodes connectivity as G . Finally, we delete i-th node if
bwd with correct
kgi + ti − vobv
i k > δ . Fig. 4(E) shows projected G
graph connectivity.
To deform a vertex vobv on Tobv with backward deformation
G f wd , its k neighboring graph nodes on G f wd need to be found.
Due to the surface topology change, we cannot search them based
on surface geodesic distance. Otherwise, a vertex of the arm might
have a neighboring node on the body trunk. Because a vertex vobv
is associated with a vertex vre f on the reference Tre f during scene
segmentation, we let vobv connected to the same graph nodes as
vre f (projected graph nodes on Tobv ) with the same weights. With
the graph structure defined, the nonrigid deformation parameters of
Gbwd is estimated using the method introduced in [12] based on the
estimated points correspondence between Tobv and Tre f . Fig. 4(F)
shows the result of deforming Tobv to the reference.

Figure 5: Tracking one person folding arms. (A) original input;
(B) tracking without Intersection-Proof Constraint; (C) tracking with
Intersection-Proof Constraint

Figure 6: Tracking one person sitting on a chair. (A) original input;
(B) tracking without Intersection-Proof Constraint; (C) tracking with
Intersection-Proof Constraint

We used the same data accumulation algorithm as [4], which
is to transform the volume representation of Tobv and fuse it with
the volume data at reference. One extension we made is that we
build the color field together with the distance field. Since Kinect
is essentially a RGB-D camera, each pixel have a color vector in
addition to a depth value. When building the distance field with the
method in [11, 4], we record a corresponding color vector along
with distance value at each voxel. Color field observed at each
frame is fused to the reference as well. A modified Marching Cubes
algorithm interpolates the color for each vertex of the reference surface from the color field.
3

E XPERIMENTS

We mounted 10 Kinects in a room with the dimension of
4m×5m×3m (width, length and height), five of them covering upper space and the other five covering lower space. When mounting the Kinects, we try to minimize the field of view overlapping
for adjacent units to minimize their interference. However, the interference still leads to large amount of missing data as shown in
Fig. 9(A). The required calibration procedures are discussed in Section. 3.1, and the results are shown in Section. 3.2.
3.1

System Calibration

The system calibration is three-fold: 1) the calibration of Kinects’
intrinsics and extrinsics; 2) Kinects’ depth calibration; 3) alignment
of prescan with the live data. We use the Microsoft Kinect SDK
to align depth map to color images, so only the color cameras on
Kinects require the calibration of intrinsics and extrinsics, which
we achieved with the standard checkerboard calibration procedure.
Also noticed by others, Kinect’s output depth value deviates
from the true depth, and the deviation is different at different areas
on the depth map. Beck et.al. [1] built a 3D lookup table that covers the whole field of view of the Kinects to correct the depth bias;
they use a motor to move a Kinect in the exact orthogonal direction to a flat surface and a commercial tracking system to track the
distance of the Kinect from the surface. Instead, we designed a simpler calibration system using only the checkerboard while achieving
comparable results.
Given the camera intrinsics and the detected 2D checkerboard
corners, one can compute the 3D coordinates (xc , yc , zc ) in camera space precisely [13]. We denote the bias depth value obtained
from the Kinect’s depth map as zd . We use zc as the ground truth,
and fit a quadratic function mapping zd to zc for various image regions: zc = az2d + bzd + c. By waving a checker board in front of
a Kinect at various positions, tons of < zd , zc > pairs are collected.
We divide an 640 × 480 image equally into 20 × 15 blocks, and fit
the quadratic function separately for each block using the corners
fallen into each individual region. To guarantee the smoothness of
parameters across the blobs, we let a block overlap with its neighbors by 16 pixels during function fitting. Figure. 7 shows our depth

Figure 7: Depth bias v.s. depth. (a) the original depth bias without
correction; (b) the depth bias after correction with a global linear function; (c) the depth bias after correction with a global quadratic function; (d) the depth bias after correction with our regional quadratic
function.

calibration results along with the results of other methods.
To align the pre-scanned room with the live data from 10 Kinects,
we capture the live RGB-D images of the empty room, and match
these images with the key frames of the RGB-D sequence of the offline scanning. SIFT features and planes are used for matching [5].
Afterwards, the refinement is performed using Eq. 3. In this case,
instead of tracking semi-static and dynamic objects, we track the
pre-scanned room surface model.
3.2

Results

The volume representation D obv introduced in last section has the
resolution of 1 cm (the size of each voxel is 1×1×1 cm3 ). It would
occupy a huge memory for the size of our room. Instead, we eliminate the static background and only build D obv for the remaining
parts.
We test our unified tracking frame work on multiple sequences
under various situations. As shown in Fig. 5, our system solves
the self-intersection problem decently. It also allow for close interaction between objects, such as one person sitting on a chair as
shown in Fig. 6, since the Intersection-Proof term in Eq. 3 effectively pushes interacting surfaces apart.
Our system can also deal with the missing data problem due to
occlusions and Kinects interference. In Fig. 8, dramatic data is
missing for both people being tracked because of occlusion, but
our system still tracks them robustly. More results are shown in the
accompanying video.
Fig. 9 shows an example of tracking both scanned semi-static
objects and previously accumulated dynamic objects. The rendering results of the whole scene of the same frame is shown
in Fig. 1(B)&(C). Our system successfully segments each objects
from the noisy observation even though interaction exists between
objects. The data accumulation on dynamic objects enhances their
3D quality dramatically as shown in Fig. 9(C) compared with

Figure 8: Tracking two persons where severe occlusion happens. (A)(C) original inputs; (B)(D) tracking results.

Figure 9: Tracking semi-static objects and dynamic objects. (A) original input; (B) scene segmentation result; (C) final models.

Fig. 9(A). More results are provided in the accompanying video.
3.3

System limitation and Future work

Our system does have limitations. First, it is far from running in
real-time, and it takes around 1 minute to process one frame under
current CPU single-threaded implementation. We expect a future
GPU implementation can improve the performance dramatically.
Reducing the parameter space of the nonrigid matching is another
possibility to boost the system performance and increase the system robustness. Second, even though the system allows the topology change of dynamic objects, it requires an open gesture for the
reference frame. In our experiment, we ask people being captured
to hold the open gesture until a reference frame is chosen.
4

C ONCLUSION

We designed a system for 3D reconstruction of the room-sized dynamic environment. We divide the scene into three categories:
static, semi-static and dynamic; and we use temporal information
in different ways for different categories. We also designed a unified tracking system that handles close interactions between objects.
Finally, we show our system’s capabilities on various situations.
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